The impact of arm position and pulse pressure on the validation of a wrist-cuff blood pressure measurement device in a high risk population
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Abstract: Despite the increasing popularity of blood pressure (BP) wrist monitors for self-BP measurement at home, device validation and the effect of arm position remains an issue. This study focused on the validation of the Omron HEM-609 wrist BP device, including an evaluation of the impact of arm position and pulse pressure on BP measurement validation. Fifty patients at high risk for cardiovascular disease were selected (age 65 ± 10 years). Each patient had two measurements with a mercury sphygmomanometer and three measurements with the wrist BP device (wrist at the heart level while the horizontal arm supported [HORIZONTAL], hand supported on the opposite shoulder [SHOULDER], and elbow placed on a desk [DESK]), in random order. The achieved systolic BP (SBP) and diastolic BP (DBP) wrist-cuff readings were compared to the mercury device and the frequencies of the readings within 5, 10, and 15 mmHg of the gold standard were computed and compared with the British Hypertension Society (BHS) and Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) protocols. The results showed while SBP readings with HORIZONTAL and SHOULDER positions were significantly different from the mercury device (mean difference = 7.1 and 13.3 mmHg, respectively; \( P < 0.05 \)), the DESK position created the closest reading to mercury (mean difference = 3.8, \( P > 0.1 \)). Approximately 71% of SBP readings with the DESK position were within ±10 mmHg, whereas it was 62.5% and 34% for HORIZONTAL and SHOULDER positions, respectively. Wrist DBP attained category D with BHS criteria with all three arm positions. Bland–Altman plots illustrated that the wrist monitor systematically underestimated SBP and DBP values. However a reading adjustment of 5 and 10 mmHg for SBP and DBP (DESK position) resulted in improvement with 75% and 77% of the readings being within 10 mmHg (grade B), respectively. AAMI criteria were not fulfilled due to heterogeneity. The findings also showed that the mismatch between the mercury and wrist-cuff systolic BP readings was directly associated with pulse pressure.

In conclusion the DESK position produces the most accurate readings when compared to the mercury device. Although wrist BP measurement may underestimate BP measured compared to a mercury device, an adjustment by 5 and 10 mmHg for SBP and DBP, respectively, creates a valid result with the DESK position. Nevertheless, considering the observed variations and the possible impact of arterial stiffness, individual clinical validation is recommended.
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Introduction
The mercury sphygmomanometer is disappearing from clinical practice partially due to the environmental disadvantages of mercury.¹ This factor, combined with aneroid device calibration problems and the convenience of automated oscillometric devices for both patients and clinicians, will probably lead to the latter devices being the preferred blood pressure (BP) measurement method.
Automated devices are not only more convenient to use but are also less prone to human error when compared to conventional auscultatory techniques.\(^2\)–\(^3\) While oscillometric devices used in clinical practice were based on upper arm brachial artery compression, the wrist radial artery oscillometric technique is now available. In contrast to upper arm oscillometric devices which are relatively accurate when compared to mercury devices,\(^2\) wrist blood pressure measurement may be subject to inaccuracies caused by peripheral vasoconstriction and incorrect limb position.\(^2\)–\(^4\) However, the popularity and marketing of wrist blood pressure monitors has been increasing\(^5\)–\(^7\) and consequently independent validation and clarification of the correct measurement technique with a wrist monitor is of great importance.

As a general rule, BP devices should be assessed for safety, accuracy, and reliability prior to marketing\(^8\) and there are several standard protocols including the US Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) protocol, British Hypertension Society (BHS) protocol and the international protocol delivered by European Society of Hypertension (ESH).\(^9\) Unfortunately, few devices worldwide have been independently validated.\(^2\)–\(^4\) In a recent ESH report reviewing manual and automated blood pressure devices, two types of wrist monitors were classified in the questionable recommendation category because of limited evidence.\(^6\)–\(^8\) Likewise, The Japanese Society of Hypertension recommended that wrist-cuff devices should not be used for home BP measurement.\(^10\) The problem seems more complex with different recommendations regarding limb position during wrist-cuff blood pressure measurement. Although published recommendations insist that the wrist should be at heart level during measurement, there is no agreement on arm position. Whereas some suggest a shoulder-supported position, others recommend a horizontal arm or a desk-supported position. In addition, it is not known whether heart level can consistently be achieved in practice for self-measurement at home.

There is no study comparing the accuracy of these positions. Moreover, while most validation studies included normal healthy subjects, extrapolation of their results to the average hypertensive population in routine clinics who often have multiple comorbidities is unreasonable. Therefore, this study focused on the validation of a wrist-cuff BP monitor in a high risk population and included an evaluation of the impact of arm position and pulse pressure (PP) on the validity of the BP measurement. This study attempted to maintain the main concepts of the above mentioned protocols but expand on their flexibility.

**Methods**

Measurements were performed by a trained physician (AK) five times for each patient. The observer’s competence was achieved prior to the validation process by reviewing the latest protocols for BP measurements and the website for BP measurement delivered by BHS.\(^11\) The subjects were seated in a quiet room and BP measurements were commenced after a 5–10 minute rest. Measurements were carried out in the following sequence: Mercury 1 (M1), three measurements with the wrist monitor (W1, W2, and W3) with a random order regarding arm position, and finally Mercury 2 (M2). A period of 30–60 seconds occurred between each measurement to avoid venous congestion. The same arm was used for all measurements. All wrist monitor measurements were recorded in its memory and the observer was blinded for these measurements.

A standard mercury sphygmomanometer was used as a reference standard. BP measured with the arm supported at heart level and the level of the manometer was at eye level, within one meter of the observer. A well maintained quality adjustable cuff was used for the measurements and Korotkoff sound phase V was used to determine the diastolic pressure. All readings with the mercury device were recorded to the nearest 2 mmHg.

The wrist monitor was the oscillometric Omron HEM-609 (Omron, Kyoto, Japan) equipped with an IntelliSense™ technology, which eliminates the potential inaccuracies resulted from an irregular pulse and incorrect position and individualizing the inflation and deflation rate. The cuff is suitable for a 5¼” to 8½” wrist circumference. Measurement range for the device is 0 to 280 mmHg with pulse rate of 40 to 180 beats per minute. It was used in an optimal range of temperature and humidity.

Forty pairs of consecutive measurements were used for reliability test (on same arm), followed by a validation study. The observer examined each individual three times in three different positions with the wrist monitor: 1) with the horizontal supported arm and the wrist at heart level (HORIZONTAL); 2) with the hand on the opposite shoulder (SHOULDER); 3) with a bent elbow supported on a desk and the wrist at heart level (DESK). The readings were recorded in the device memory and were deleted before using for another patient to prevent disturbing the next measurements.

**Classification criteria**

The BHS protocol and the international protocol (ESH) have introduced the concept of classifying the differences between
test and control measurements according to whether these lie within 5 (or lower), 10, or 15 (or over) mmHg, calculated separately for systolic BP (SBP) and diastolic BP (DBP). Differences were calculated by subtracting the observer mercury measurement (M) from each wrist monitor (W) device measurements (W1, W2, and W3) individually, assuming 0 to 5 mmHg difference to be very accurate and >15 mmHg very inaccurate.

**Accuracy criteria**
The analysis was based on how values in these bands fall cumulatively into three zones: within 5 mmHg, within 10 mmHg, within 15 mmHg. The grading was based on the number of differences falling into these categories, where grade A denotes greatest agreement with mercury and grade D has the worst agreement (Table 1). According to AAMI, the test device must not differ from the mercury standard by a mean difference >5 mmHg or a standard deviation (SD) of >8 mmHg.

**Recommendation criteria**
The following criteria have been used to designate devices according to accuracy. A device is classified as “recommended” if it fulfills the AAMI criteria for both SBP and DBP and received a grade A or B under BHS protocol for both SBP and DBP. A device is “not recommended” if it fails the AAMI criteria for either SBP or DBP and achieves a grade C or D for either SBP or DBP under the BHS protocol.

**Subject selection**
For a minimum number of required samples with a wide BP range, subjects were selected from different clinical settings including outpatient diabetes, hypertension and nephrology clinics, dialysis units, as well as cardiovascular, nephrology, and gastroenterology hospital wards. Some participants were taking medications, but those with atrial fibrillation were excluded. As most devices are less accurate in the extremely high BP range, three ranges for SBP and three ranges for DBP was proposed, with at least 11 subjects in each range, according to BHS and ESH guidelines (Table 2).

**Statistical analysis**
To test the device measurement reliability (repeatability), 40 pairs of wrist-cuff measurement with DESK position (one minute apart) were performed on a variety of patients groups and healthy subjects. BP ranges were defined according to the average of M1 and M2. For purpose of validity assessment, some international guidelines don’t recommend using average measurements and suggest the difference of test measurements with each gold standard. Accordingly, in this study both the average mercury and the individual M1 and M2 have been used for comparisons. The agreement between the W measurements and the average M measurements were tested by the Pearson’s and the Spearman’s correlation coefficient and each of W measurements method was compared to average M, using Student’s t-test. Validation assessment followed BHS and AAMI criteria. Coefficient of variation was calculated by SD/mean for each method.

**Results**
Fifty subjects were recruited for the sequential measurements. After exclusion of two patients with an irregular heart beat, as well as eight SBP and seven DBP out-of-range readings, 40 valid SBP and 4 valid DBP were obtained (Table 2). The average age of subjects was 65 ± 10 years and 60% of the patients were male. There was no significant difference between pulse rate with each W measurement method, indicating similarity of the conditions for the three consecutive measurements.

**Reliability of the wrist-cuff device**
The mean difference between two consecutive measurements was only 0.59 and 0.77 mmHg and the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.94 (0.91–0.96) and 0.80 (0.77–0.83) for the SBP and DBP measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Blood pressure ranges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SBP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** DPB, diastolic blood pressure; SBP, systolic blood pressure.
Wrist against mercury measurements
The DESK position produced the least measurement difference with the mercury device, both for SBP and DBP values (Table 3). However in terms of variation, BP measurements with SHOULDER position had the lowest coefficient of variation (0.79 and 0.60 for the SBP and DBP).

There was a strong positive correlation between M and W SBP and DBP with all three limb positions (Table 4). Nevertheless, paired comparison of mean BP measured by M measurements and the obtained values of the W measurements with each limb position revealed that while BP measurements by HORIZONTAL and SHOULDER positions significantly differed from the M ($P < 0.01$), the DESK position made SBP results not significantly different from the gold standard ($P > 0.1$). The mean and 95% confidence interval (CI) of the difference between M and each W measurements were 3.9 (95% CI: −1.2–9.1), 7.2 (95% CI: 2.2–12.1), and 13.2 (95% CI: 8.7–17.7) for the DESK, HORIZONTAL, and SHOULDER positions. Nevertheless, DBP was consistently underestimated by W with all of the three limb positions and was significantly different compared to M ($P < 0.0001$).

Validation test according to BHS and AAMI
Validation of the measurements was assessed according to BHS and AAMI protocols for 180 pairs of SBP and 196 DBP readings.

While DESK and HORIZONTAL positions reached the B and C grades for the proportion of the difference equal or below 5 mmHg, they were not matched with the criteria in higher levels of difference. Furthermore despite the acceptable mean difference between W and M with DESK position (−3.9) the AAMI criteria was not achieved due to significant variation (SD = 13.2) (Table 5).

### Table 3 Average difference in blood pressure measurement with mercury device and wrist-cuff device with three positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arm position</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Coeff. of variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systolic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOULDER</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>10.48</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORIZONTAL</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>13.05</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESK</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diastolic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOULDER</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORIZONTAL</td>
<td>11.85</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESK</td>
<td>9.41</td>
<td>9.29</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regression analysis and Bland–Altman plots (Figure 1) suggested a systematic underestimation with the wrist monitor across all SBP and DBP measurements. Therefore the readings were adjusted by adding 5 and 10 mmHg to the SBP and DBP records. The adjusted values were plotted and the degree of differences recalculated, resulting in an improvement with 75% and 77% for SBP and DBP of the values being within 10 mmHg (grade B). These proportions were 81% and 91% for cumulative percentage within 15 mmHg respectively. When the W measurement was compared to the average mercury readings, 90 and 97% of the values were within 15 mmHg respectively which were categorized in grade B and A of the BHS criteria. However the device did not pass AAMI protocol despite adjustment because of significant inter-subject diversity in the readings.

### PP impact on the validity
In order to evaluate the possible sources of variations, correlation tests demonstrated that the higher the PP the greater the difference between the wrist-cuff device and the mercury BP measurement. This relationship was statistically significant for the SHOULDER ($r = 0.51, P = 0.006$) and DESK ($r = 0.41, P = 0.03$) positions for SBP. There was no such relationship between PP and DBP measurement inaccuracies.

**Discussion**
This study compared three different limb positions for the wrist-cuff BP measurements and found that the wrist monitors systematically underestimate BP. Generally, using the desk support position with the wrist at the heart level produced closest values to the mercury BP measurement. Although the device failed in direct validation, adjustment by adding 5 and 10 mmHg to the respective SBP and DBP values resulted in acceptable grades according to the BHS protocol. However there was a marked dispersion in our data that was partially related to the effect of PP, and therefore possibly to arterial stiffness in this high risk population.

Our finding regarding the underestimation with wrist monitors compared to a standard mercury monometer is in
Table 5 Validation assessment according to BHS and AAMI criteria. Values are percentages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arm position</th>
<th>SHOULDER</th>
<th>HORIZONTAL</th>
<th>DESK</th>
<th>DESK (adj)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤ 5</td>
<td>≤ 10</td>
<td>≤ 15</td>
<td>≤ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average mercury (SBP)</td>
<td>0 23 59</td>
<td>22.5 65 70</td>
<td>56 73.5 82</td>
<td>65 82 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average mercury (DBP)</td>
<td>9 24 45</td>
<td>17.5 40 65</td>
<td>23.5 41 80</td>
<td>31 43 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each mercury (SBP)</td>
<td>10 34 56</td>
<td>37.5 62.5 67.5</td>
<td>56 71 76.5</td>
<td>60 75 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each mercury (DBP)</td>
<td>10 21 44</td>
<td>15 40 62</td>
<td>27 56 74</td>
<td>47 77 91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AAMI, US Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation; BHS, British Hypertension Society; DPB, diastolic blood pressure; SBP, systolic blood pressure.

Figure 1 Bland–Altman plots of blood pressure (BP) measurements with a wrist-cuff monitor with diverse arm positions. Left: SBP; Right: DBP; From top to bottom: horizontally-supported (HS), shoulder-supported (SS), and desk-supported (DS) positions.

Abbreviations: DPB, diastolic blood pressure; SBP, systolic blood pressure.
agreement with the study of Caridi and colleagues\textsuperscript{12} and El Assaad and colleagues.\textsuperscript{9} However it contradicts others in which an overestimation of BP was observed with a wrist monitor when compared to an upper arm oscillometric device.\textsuperscript{5,13-15} However, this difference may relate to diverse limb positions for wrist-cuff BP measurement, a factor that has not adequately cited in previous reports. Our findings also oppose some previous reports approving the validity of wrist monitor measurements.\textsuperscript{5,16,17} This diversity may be due to different study groups since our group was averagely older than theirs and was from a high risk population. Nevertheless, our study group has more similarity with the average patients in routine clinics and consequently has better clinical applicability than studies on healthy individuals. We observed better validity and less dispersion for DBP measurement compared to SBP with the wrist-cuff device which is supported by previous studies.\textsuperscript{16,17}

Although the mercury device is traditionally considered as the gold standard, its accuracy is not clearly identified in high risk population. Watson and colleagues compared both wrist and mercury BP measuring devices with a direct intra-arterial BP measurement in a group of catheterization candidates. They suggested that the wrist monitor was more accurate than the mercury device.\textsuperscript{18} Therefore the systematic underestimation observed with the wrist monitor in our study could have a originated from inaccuracy of the mercury device, rather than the wrist monitor, at least in high risk population. It could be supposed that in patients with significant atherosclerosis or stiff arteries the sound of pulse transmits more rapidly compared to the pulse itself. Consequently one may hear the Korotkoff sound significantly earlier than the travelling pulse.\textsuperscript{19} Also using arm cuffs in patients with obesity, loose fatty arm or conical shape upper arm leads to an overestimation of BP and consequently a difference between mercury and wrist devices.

Many epidemiologic studies used arm-cuff oscillometric BP values for analyses purposes. Therefore, while wrist-cuff devices are replacing arm-cuff oscillometric monitors, it is more reasonable to compare them with arm-cuff oscillometric monitors rather than a mercury column device. Such a comparison has already been reported by our department indicating a close relationship between the two methods with appropriate arm position.\textsuperscript{20}

The results also showed a significant variation in BP values with the wrist monitor, which was a barrier in achievement of AAMI criteria. This was in parallel with the results of Kikuya and colleagues who found a greater SD for wrist-cuff measurements compared to the upper arm devices.\textsuperscript{7} The possible explanations for this diversity include various degree of arterial stiffness independent of BP. This assumption is supported by the relationship of measurement disagreement with PP, an indirect measure of arterial stiffness in the present study. Furthermore wrist anatomy, incomplete occlusion of radial artery,\textsuperscript{7,21} imprecise limb position due to diversity of intrathoracic heart position and lying, the length and angle of forearm in the case of the shoulder-supported position, wrist anatomy,\textsuperscript{2,6} and finally inappropriate limb angle in particular in obese patients or females with a big upper trunk may also explain such a diversity.

While keeping wrist at heart level is a consensus among all recommendations for BP measurements by wrist monitors, there is little agreements about the limb position in which proper wrist position could be provided. Apart from our previous study,\textsuperscript{20} the only previous report in literature compared sitting with lying position for BP measurement by wrist monitor, reporting remarkably higher values in lying position with wrist at bed level.\textsuperscript{12} In this study we concluded that different limb positions may result in different readings even when the heart level is considered in all positions. Although DESK position was the most accurate one, BP was still underestimated significantly by about 5–10 mmHg.

While ambulatory BP monitoring and home self-measurement is growing in clinical importance, oscillometric devices are not only devoid of observer-dependency but also allow long-term monitoring, which is not easily achieved by a mercury manometer. Hence, precise readjustment of the oscillometric calculation methods may facilitate their clinical application in selected groups of patients. The cuff oscillometric methods are based on detection of mean arterial pressure and essentially can not directly provide SBP and DBP. They could be calculated by algorithms modified based on a comparison with Korotkoff sounds by manufacturers.\textsuperscript{7} Therefore in any specific group such as elderly or patients with stiff arteries the needed algorithms should be specifically developed.\textsuperscript{22} The proposed device may have a calibration button based on three degrees of arterial stiffness which can be individually set for patients.

Finally, while mercury is eradicated from clinical practice, it is necessary to substitute different, reliable technology as a gold standard for BP measurement. The new technology would not be required to convert the obtained pressure by the oscillometric devices to a mmHg scale and the standard pressure scales could directly be used as a measure of BP.\textsuperscript{1}

**Conclusion**

Despite the strong correlation between the wrist (Omron HEM 906) and the mercury BP readings, direct values
obtained by wrist BP monitors are invalid unless they are adjusted. However DESK position yields the closest reading compared to the mercury gold standard and adjusted values with this position attained required criteria for BHS accreditation. From a practical perspective, arterial assessment may help improvement in validity of wrist-cuff monitors in average patients groups.
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